AIRWAVES DUB
GREEN FUTURES FESTIVAL RADIO

+ TuneIn Radio
Thurs - 9-late - Cornerstone feat.Baps
www.greenfuturesfestivals.org.uk/www.kingstongreenra
dio.org.uk

DESTINY RADIO 105.1FM
www.destinyradio.uk

FIRST WEDNESDAY of each month – 8-10pm –
RIDDIM SHOW feat. Leo B. Strictly roots.
Sat – 10-1am – Cornerstone feat.Baps
Sun – 4-6pm – Sir Sambo Sound feat. King Lloyd, DJ Elvis
and Jeni Dami
Sun – 10-1am – DestaNation feat. Ras Hugo and Jah
Sticks. Strictly roots.
Wed – 10-midnight – Sir Sambo Sound

NATURAL VIBEZ RADIO.COM
Daddy Mark sessions
Mon – 10-midnight
Sun – 9-midday. Strictly roots.

LOVERS ROCK RADIO.COM
Mon - 10-midnight – Angela Grant aka Empress Vibez.
Roots Reggae as well as lovers.

Editorial Dub
Dear Reader
The Dub welcomes the new contributors; the writer, Sharon Gayle and a stalwart of the
Oxford music scene, David Allen: plus a collective statement from the new Reading Dub
Club.
Our prayers and best wishes go to regular contributor, John Green aka DJ Baps – from
the first issue in June - suffering from a kidney infection and blocked kidney stone. Rest
easy, old warrior.
Remember that on the eighth of this month, all roads lead to the Bullingdon - in support of
Dan-I, Field Frequency and Addis Ababa.
If you didn't step in on the launch night, try and find sometime over this month, to view the
Dub Exhibition at the Ark-T Centre, running till the 28 th.
Give thanks as always to Jules Dalitz, of The Dub crowd fund – and to Marco Fregnan of
Reggaediscography and Sista Mariana of Rastaites, for the on-going online links.
Happy Birthday Bunny Wailer.

Welcome to The Dub
Editor – Natty Mark Samuels – bantudub06@gmail.com
Printer - Parchment Printers
All material copyright (c). All rights reserved. This publication may not be
reproduced or transmitted in any form, in whole or part, without the express
permission of The Dub.

Yes, you can hear the children singing: hallelujah time!
As they go singing by and by: hallelujah time!
Oh, "hallelujah" singing in the morning.
Hallelujah time! let them sing; don't let them cry.
from Hallelujah Time – BUNNY WAILER

BUNNY WAILER

BIRTHDAY BLESSINGS DUB
Roots Reggae
BUNNY WAILER – Jimmy Cliff – Scientist – Leroy ''Horsemouth'' Wallace –
Congo Ashanti Roy – Big Youth – Cedric Brooks – Barrington Levy – Garnet
Silk

Black Journalism
HUBERT HARRISON – Melaku Beyan – Alice Dunnigan – Marvel Cooke –
Mary E. Britton – Asa P. Randolph – William Trotter – Kojo Tovalu Houenou –
William Bolivar – William Gqoba

Never never knew that the time would come
When every mans got to find where he does come from
Never never knew that the time would come
When every fig must find its fig tree
jump little figs into your tree
And say you are free. say you are free, say you are free
I've been rebuked and I've been scorned,
Rejected of men, now I'm born
To live a new, so won't you too,
My loved ones come drink new wine with me
Lets live and love in peace and harmony
And say we are free, say we are free, say we are free

from Fig Tree – BUNNY WAILER

Copies are available from Angelique Bayley – angeliquebayley@yahoo.com
£5 – all proceeds to InVolve2Solve road safety project

THE MAN WHO LEARNT TO FLY
to Jeffrey Perry, for resurrecting Hubert Harrison
A man who learnt through night school and personal study. Just his wide range of learning
alone, would have made him phenomenal. A man, seemingly trapped in the box - who
looked up, so he could look out; learning the power of flight. But whenever airborne, he
always kept himself grounded.
Would have like to have heard Hubert Harrison, teaching on the streets of Harlem.
Transfixed, as Marcus Garvey and Wilfred Domingo were. Spellbound by the spangling in
his speech. The sparks and lights of new understanding.
To have stood in Madison Square, listening to the Master Orator. They say he
mesmerised, dazzled one and all. The most wonderful thing of all – is that he spoke in a
manner, that all could understand. Like a Pied Piper of African Ballads, the people of
Harlem followed, wherever his tones were heard. Followed him to New York College, as
well the local church halls. But when he taught on Lenox Avenue, thousands joined the
class, entranced by reason and clarity, purifying the Harlem air.
He took the solitary paddle; ferrying himself, through the ponds of philosophy. Stopping,
then moving on; knowing that progress can only be patient, for so long. Coming to the
dams of Twilight Thinking, he found a way to the Lagoons of Light.
From all his journeys, he gathered all the information, he could possible carry; becoming a
bringer of baskets, full of choice and option. Anyway, all that accumulated knowledge,
could never remain in one head – there was so much. So the people came to hear, the
content of his head's release. They came to hear a man that knew. Of Africa and Asia, of
Europe and America; of literature and linguistics, poetry and philosophy, history and
heroes - of politicians and preachers.
Who else could have led the New Negro Movement? Who else deserved to found it's first
newspaper? What better title than the 'Voice'. The voice of the people, warmed by the
words of Hubert Harrison. Like a character from an ancient folk tale; the Gentle Giant of
Gargantuan Intellect, brought gems of hidden knowledge, enriching the lives, of those
who needed them most.
He utilised his learning as a teacher, educator, journalist, editor, orator, bibliophile, library
founder; community and political activist. He helped so many, remembered by so few. A
salute goes to Jeffrey Perry, for his biographical writings; sharing his knowledge of this
man, known as ''the Black Socrates - revitalising interest, in this Caribbean polymath, from
the island of St. Croix.
Many of the intellectuals and literary luminaries of his day, both white and black, were
enthralled by his knowledge and talents. Such as the historians John Jackson and Joel
Rogers, playwright Eugene O'Neil - and novelist, Henry Miller.
He inspired the younger journalist-activists, resident in Harlem, including Richard Moore
(Barbados), Cyril Briggs (Nevis) and Hodge Kirnon (Montserrat).

Imagine on a day, when you have time to spare – and that time coincides, with the time
that Hubert Harrison, will be speaking, by the New York Stock Exchange. You would thank
your guardian angels, as well as your ancestors – and make your way, to a rendezvous
with wisdom. To soak in the blessings, offered freely, by the Patron Saint of Soapbox
Speakers. Listening to the man, who stepped out of the box, empowered by the need of
reason. To go there and then to leave; enriched by all the gifts, chosen and presented, by
the Unknown Thinker. To listen to the man who learnt to fly; who tried to share that
knowledge with us.
HUBERT HARRISON b.27/4/1883

If you are living in a market place
And you're no buyer or seller.
You'll find yourself left in space
Subject to be bought or sold.
If you are living in a tenant yard
And you are not the land owner.
You'll get a notice from your landlord
To leave sooner or later.
So what you need is liberation.
Everyone need it. Liberation.
The young and old they need liberation.
Let's come together for the liberation.
If you are in bondage. Liberation.
If you are not free you need liberation.
Lets unite for the liberation.
Everyone need it. Liberation.
from Liberation – BUNNY WAILER

Natty Mark

LIFTED THE PEOPLE'S HEART
a reflection on the Port Meadow sessions

I was honoured to be asked by Natty Mark to write a piece for The Dub about the (now legendary) Port Meadow
reggae parties in the early 1990’s. I know these events hold a special place in many people’s hearts, including mine.

At that time, I had recently become friends with the group of people who would go on to form the legendary Oxford
reggae band Mackating and DestaNation Sound system (still rocking to this day- check the show out on Destiny fm
every Sunday from 10pm). The cornerstone of that particular scene was of course David Norland, who sadly passed
away recently. Along with his brother Daniel and a list of friends too long to mention, we put on a small reggae party in
the nature reserve at Burgess Field in deepest Port Meadow. The first year perhaps fifty to a hundred people came,
but over the next years that number swelled to many hundreds, some say (quite a lot) over a thousand.

First, we would spend the days before roving the countryside gathering wood for the several huge bonfires. This
would then be carried, load after load and dumped near the site. I owned a big yellow Dodge van at that time and
when the day came we would load up the sound system and head to the unloading spot under cover of darkness.
Police were always on edge those days, as the rave scene had recently peaked and the Criminal Justice Act was on
the horizon.

Then we’d unload the sound system. The bass amp was an absolute beast! It was bought from the Caribbean Club
and it was home made. It took all the strength of four people to carry! Try carrying it to the centre of Port Meadow in
the dark - and if you think that’s bad enough, try getting it back to the van the next morning! But it was worth it. The
bass it produced was deep and took you into the heart of the sweet reggae music we heard.

In later years the music changed but at that time the music was pure joy. Roots music lifted the people’s hearts and
for me that was the essence of these events. I remember there was virtually no attitude and when people danced they
smiled and connected with one another. I’ve DJ’d reggae lots since (inspired by those days) and sometimes people
say ‘can you put something more dancey on?’. I try to oblige, but it always makes me laugh, because I remember we
used to dance to these tunes so much, the dust would kick up into a cloud and we’d go home with mud-filled nostrils.
Every joint of our bodies would wriggle and jump: to us it was pure dance music.

A notable event every year would be when the police helicopter would hover overhead and shine it’s light onto the
crowd. This always got a good reaction when everyone would wave and cheer: one year in the pouring rain. It was

too good to be driven away by a bit of weather. We stayed and danced all night long.

In the morning, the music would pause and as the sun came up through the mist, we would have a short set from the
travelling Los Incas, an indigenous pan pipe group from South America. Perfect! Then the bass lines would fire up
again until late morning.

Then the clean up would begin and I still marvel at how we found the energy to clean up every last can, bottle and
piece of litter (including cigarette butts!) and then carry the whole thing across the meadow back to the van. I think by
that point our bodies were on autopilot, but we did it, year after year. The sound system got larger every year too, with
six massive bass scoops by the end.

Sad to say that the final year four other sound systems turned up and someone was knifed. The injured lad was OK in
the end, but that was the end of those parties. Still, for the next decade we held drumming and instruments parties
(pure organic sound system!) at the same spot - but that’s another story.

David Allen

There's a land that I have heard about
So far across the sea (repeat)
To have you all, my dreamland
Would be like heaven to me (repeat)
We'll get our breakfast from the tree
We'll get our honey from the bees
We'll take a ride on the waterfalls
And all the glories, we'll have them all
And we'll live together on that dreamland
And have so much fun (repeat)
Oh, what a time that will be
Oh yes, we'll wait, wait, wait and see
We'll count the stars up in the sky..
...And surely we'll never die
from Dreamland - BUNNY WAILER

BUNNY WAILER
1 Moses Children
2 Battering Down Sentence
3 Jump Nyabinghi
4 Who Feels It Knows
5 Blackheart Man
6 Bald Headed Jesus
7 Love Fire
8 Rastaman
9 Roots
10 Fig Tree
Bunny Wailer was born in Kingston, Jamaica, at Lining Hospital on 10th April 1947. His
birth name was 'Neville O'Riley Livingston, now better known as Bunny Wailer or Jah B.
In in his early childhood years he moved to Nine Miles in the parish of St Anne's, where he
met Bob Marley and the pair became good friend's. Bunny's father and Bob's mother got
together and raised the two boys as brothers. They also had a child together and moved
back to Trenchtown, Kingston.
Bob also loved the music around there at that time. While working and learning welding,
he met Peter Tosh. Desmond Decker was also there and he encouraged Bob, taking Peter
to Bunny and Bob's house. Along with Junior Braithwaite and Beverly Kelso, 'The Wailing
Wailers' were formed.
The Wailers line-up and producers changed many times. He (Bunny) composed such
tunes as ' One Love' and ' Who Feels it Knows It'.
Due to bad management and hastily signed contracts the group broke up in the early 70''s.
Bunny established his own record company, Solomonic Records, in 1972. However, he
was imprisoned for possession of marijuana - and Bob went to America.
They reunited two years later, but Bunny wasn't happy with Chris Blackwell as manager
and the gruelling world tours. In 1973 he broke completely from the group and went back
to Jamaica. He lived a reclusive lifestyle and recorded no music. In 1976 he returned to
music, backed by Bob and Peter. He also released his album ' Blackheart Man' He didn't
perform in public again until way after Bob's death, in 1981.
Ali Zion

SATISFACTION DUB
review of launch of READING DUB CLUB - 10/3/17
feat. Jah Lion Movement & High Grade Roots

Well pleased and satisfied. As a launch night, tonight was a success on many levels.
Reading has a long history of reggae sound system (perhaps some of our readers can
share some of those tales), especially at the old Central Club, which is just around the
corner from the Global Café. Reggae in Britain grew up in community centres, church
halls,school halls: the upstairs space at Global Café has some of that feel to it. This is
definitely not a rock n roll club venue! There was also space for arts and crafts, a record
stall representing local label Reality Shock, as well as hot food. There was a busy, friendly
crowd, with plenty from Reading, but also travellers from Oxford, Southampton,
Basingstoke, Aylesbury and beyond.
Jah Lion Movement have been a part of this tradition for well over two decades and their
long running monthly residency at the Iguana is legendary. The sound operator and main
mic man, Skully Roots, is a veteran of Reading sound President, and he is joined by Akuji
Warrior and Roots Titus, who both bring years of experience and boundless energy. High
Grade Roots & Dub have been promoting sessions and playing out at a variety of nights in
and around Reading for some years and tonight’s session was a tag team unity session on
Jah Lion Movement’s sound system, but using each crew’s preamp and kit.
We were treated to a range of crucial revives from the 1970s and 1980s from both sounds,
including the evergreen ‘Rat A Cut Bottle’ by Lion Youth, but it was when the modern
warrior dubs started, that the bass section really kicked in. There were lots of deep,
radical dub vibrations featuring Daweh Congo, Massai Warrior and Keety Roots (the
recent biting 10” ‘Reparations’) among others. The sounds were well matched in style and
they have clearly played together a number of times before. All three of Jah Lion
Movement take the microphone and use it in different ways, but it is Skully Root's songs of
praises, that deserve special mention. He has a clear melodic singing voice which he has
honed over many years, as well as being a master at shaping the sound with the echo
effects from his classic Barracuda preamp.
As I said, a success on many levels and many links were made or renewed on the night.
Copies of The Dub floated around and potential new contributors talked with myself or
Sister Ali Zion about the magazine. The next one should be held at the same venue in
May and will feature Field Frequency from Oxford.
Dan-I
co-founder of Field Frequency

UNITY VIBE
The Reading Dub Club has been started to give all the small, medium and upcoming reggae roots &
dub sound systems, a platform to be heard and to represent the roots & dub scene on a level playing
field. We would like it to run in a conscious and upful unity vibe (no sound clash, we don't support that).
The aim is to hold sessions on a three monthly basis, where there will be different sound systems
playing, so as to give every sound system a chance. We will be keeping the sessions to a sensible
sound level so we can create a good, safe and reliable scene to frequent. Lastly, we formed the Dub
Club to unite all peoples who appreciate the roots & dub scene. It is not a money making venture, but a
small admittance charge will be in place so as to cover the hire of the venue, sound system expenses
and so on. If the sessions prove to be successful and sustainable, we would like to invite roots reggae
bands into the fold: as live music is a must. So please, if you know of any bands or if you are in a
band, please get in touch with the Dub Club, so that we can include you in upcoming events. We want
to make a real effort with this, as Reading and surrounding areas don't have much exposure to this
scene. One Love & Blessings to each and every one.

Statement from Reading Dub Club
Bongo man has come.. com e, come.
Bongo man has come.. com e, come.
The bongo man has come.. com e, come.

I've given you the warning,
Long before the dawning.
I hope you are prepared,
The bongo man is here.

Bongo man has come.. com e, come.
Bongo man has come.. com e, come.

I and I are going to Zion, going to Zion.
And if you f ollow politicians,
You will never com e at all,
Never come at all, never com e at all.
And if you f ollow heads of churches,
You will never com e at all.
W e are going to Zion.
I hope you are prepared,
The bongo man is here.

Bongo man has come.. com e, come.
Bongo man has come.. com e, come.
Bongo man has come.. com e, come.

Bongo Man – JIMMY CLIFF – b.1/4/1948

A CONSTANT FORCE
'Through the Fire I Come' by the Heptones
and Happy Days at Reggae Revive.
This tune not only speaks wisdom whilst walking through a trail of tears and destruction, it
takes you on a personal journey, underpinned by one of the most strident walking
basslines: it’s time to put on your iron shirt.
I don’t have a copy, but the story of how I came across one and helped take it to a good
home, does bring forth some heartical memories.
Right at the very end of Portobello, past the main market and over the Golbourn Rd, there
was, albeit briefly, a record shop called Reggae Revive, run by Bob Brooks of Honest
Johns, Phil and Lol Bel Brown of the Disciples and later Dub Vendor - and a good mate
also.
Back then, my friend Jamie and I used to bus down to London most weekends to hang out
at the shop not only to check the latest re-presses or rare originals that were in stock, but
to gather knowledge, rap with the many colourful characters who would drop in, drink
copious Red Stripes and so on – before returning to Oxford, clutching precious bags of
vinyl.
On a humorous note, they seemed to have a major surplus of “Youth Man” by Wayne
Jarrett. Jamie and I were of the opinion that Bob and Phil had left the repress machine
running by mistake, whilst they went for a pub lunch……
Occasionally, they would have something serious going on in the shop, i.e. when they had
all been over to NY and rifled through some warehouse they had gotten wind of and
discovered stashes of vinyl that had lain untouched since the 70s.
Prior to one of these occasions, Lol informed me the week before to come down - this one
would be special. Consequently, speaking with David Norland, he gave me a list of tunes –
''see any of these, grab them''.
I can’t remember the full list now, and yes, it was a major gathering of selectors from
London and beyond, even Taka from Japan was in situ. I showed Lol the list “keep alert
mate, we’ve got some of these”. The crowd was getting edgy so Bob sent Phil off to the off
license to stock up on free Red Stripe and Old Jamaica, whilst they sorted the dusty
precious plastic discs into order.
To cut to the chase, I got lucky (or rather David did) and came away with – as I recall,
Willie Williams 'Rocking Universally' (Studio One cut), 'The Time is Now' Strangjah Cole,
and of course, 'Through the Fire I Come'.
Makating were playing the Zodiac that night. I gave David a call on the way back;
apparently, he then entered the dressing room with both thumbs aloft! I think the gig was a
stormer, they usually were, but I have a fond memory of David immediately dropping

'Rocking Universally', a tune I was after myself, and never found again, but that night it had
only one desta-nation (excuse the pun ).
'Through The Fire' has been one of my go-to tunes ever since: affirming reggae music as a
constant force of positivity, reality, history and constancy.
Barney Pree

Thief is
Trying to
Thief is
Trying to
They try
To
They try
To

in the vineyard
spoil the harvest
in the vineyard
spoil the harvest

to change the thought of love and happiness
lust and disgrace, shame and disgrace
to change the thought of love and happiness
lust and disgrace, shame and disgrace
Thief is
Trying to
Thief is
Trying to

in the vineyard
spoil the harvest
in the vineyard
spoil the harvest

But Jah is going to pluck them out, pluck them out
With lightning and thunder right now
And Jah is going to pluck them out, pluck them out
With lightning and yunder
All their worship is pride
And vanity, vanity, vanity, yeah
They got no love in their heart
For humanity, humanity, humanity, yes
All their worship is pride
And vanity, vanity, vanity, yeah
They got no space in their heart
For reality, reality, reality
Thief is in the vineyard
Trying to spoil the harvest
Thief is in the vineyard
Trying to spoil the harvest

from Thief Is In The Vineyard – THE CONGOS
CONGO ASHANTI ROY – b.12/3/1943

FROM THE ROOTS UP
BIRTHING OF THE BLUES: everything has a beginning. One blues song says ''the blues
had a baby, they named it rock and roll’'. Blues also became the birthplace of many other
music forms in America, and this spread to the Caribbean. Jazz, country, gospel, rock, as
well as the roots of reggae, which from the sounds of blues going into New Orleans,
spread out to the islands and then back again. Believe it or not, rap began its birth in the
blues with artists such as Bo Diddley; that constant rhythm pounding away behind - and
some pretty oddball lyrics. One of Bo’s songs was about taking pills...''While I laying in a
hospital bed, a rock n roll nurse went to head, she had some pills she gave me some, she
said come here boy I’m gonna give you some''. Also rap, very much in the roots reggae
style, spoke of social injustice and the lack of equality for everyone. In fact, J.B.Lenoir, a
well known blues artist in the fifties and sixties, took this on, even commenting on the US
President of the time.
As I’ve said before, I’ve met several artists from the Caribbean islands who have lived here
in Britain for many years now, but in their version of the blues, have continued to
incorporate the homeland sounds, rhythms and joy of roots reggae. People might move,
but they equally take their roots and music with them to a new country and a new
generation.
As the blues developed from the acoustic sounds of the Mississippi, north to Chicago and
Detroit, it created a whole new sound: it became electric, the city and urban blues. Here
the fame of artists like Muddy Waters and John Lee Hooker grew, while down in Memphis,
Sam Phillips, the producer credited with inventing rock n roll through recording artists such
as Elvis Presley, Jerry Lee Lewis and Johnny Cash - this mix of blues and country discovered one of the greatest of all blues artists, Howlin’ Wolf, the man from Mississippi
who could howl like a wolf, real name Chester Burnett. Sadly, it was hard to get the music
of black artists music played, so in the end, Wolf went north to Chicago. Phillips was even
warned off of making what the locals called race music: now it is highly collectable - how
great things have changed!
The sounds of the blues changed from coast to coast, from the city sounds of New York, to
the west side of Los Angeles, plus the boogie stronghold of Texas: that massive state
where so many of the finest guitar players took their roots, and stunned the world. Guitar
players such as Stevie Ray Vaughan and Jimi Hendrix left such a mark on music. In fact,
Hendrix himself was an awesome bluesman, the man redefined the way you play a guitar;
hits like ‘Hey Joe’, came via the blues to reach a whole new generation. He came over to
the UK and soon the world was at his feet. He changed the way we see the instrument
forever, a new revolution; yet Hendrix himself would sing and play of social change using
rhythms from wherever his songs seem to take their roots.
The blues grew from the slave ships from Africa, taking people from their homeland to the
new world. In so doing, they created a whole new music, truly the music of America, that
spread across the land and in its development, gave us most styles of music we have
today. Blues truly did have a baby, but it was much more than rock n roll alone: it was and
remains the root of a new continent, that has touched the whole world over the years.
Pete Clack, Blues in Britain writer

Sheltering under Christianit y
And using all means of insanit y
To achieve vanit y
Robbing and stealing in the name of the Lord
And playing the game in the same nam e

Singing natt y ten against one
Sing natt y tell you ten against one
'Cause I tell you it will be ten against one

One man I don't like is a hypocrite
The other one I don't like is a hooligan
Heathen gone back biting
Throwing at him bombing and fighting It wasn't Rasta
The bombing and fighting - it wasn't Rasta
War inna jungle - it wasn't Rasta
The bombing in Rema - it wasn't Rasta
Cussing in Garden - it wasn't Rasta
The fire in a Jonestown - it wasn't Rasta

Ten Against One – BIG YOUTH – b.19/4/1949
I don't want to
No, I don't want to be outside
When Zion Gate close

I just want to
Yes, I want to be inside
When Zion Gate close

'Cause the world is enslaved
Millions are lost
Some seeking world power, some vanity
They don't remember Jah

Sadder iniquity, prostitution
Too much wrong-doings
In the sight of Jah

So I don't want to
No, I don't want to be outside
When Zion Gate close
Zion Gate – BIG YOUTH

Stone Age Binary Manipulators
Ifa works with the unseen forces
of the universe through the interplay of the forces of expansion
and the forces of contraction.
The forces of expansion are
symbolised by a single vertical
line (I). The forces of contraction
are symbolised by a double set of
vertical lines (II).
These forces are seen as existing
in eight dimensions which form
two spheres, one inside the other.
This sphere is symbolised
through the use of two vertical
columns. Each column is made
up of four sets of either single or
double vertical lines. Orunmila, in
order to make access to the
retrieval of the Divine Message
(Ifa) easy, devised the computer
compatible binary coding system,

thousands of years before the emergence of computer consciousness in so-called modern
man! So, Ifa is preserved in binary coded format and is output Parable - Format. Ifa is
coded within 256 Odus or Corpus, each Odu representing an esoteric pigeon-hole, itself
divisible into 256 sub-holes.

Within each of the 256 Odus, there are1,680 Sacred Verses all presented in Parable –
Format. Thus, the body of Ifa consists of 430,080 messages for mankind Prof. Olu Longe
in His December 22, 1983 Inaugural lecture titled Ifa Divination And Computer Science
asserted that Orunmila is one of the deities of the Yoruba while Ifa divination is a device for
forecasting the future. What has those two got to do with the high-tech world of computer
science?
Ifa is actually an ancient binary computer system which, in some inexplicable way, has
successfully linked the probability of numbers with the complexities of the human condition
and the ever complex flux of events. Ifa, Longe said, is based on the 8-bit pattern with its
eight–piece divination chain, 16 major odu (chapters) and 256 odu in all. Bade Ajayi in his
paper titled A New Model of Ifa Binary System stated that Orunmila, the Yoruba God of
Wisdom and divination uses a geomantic system of divination to arrive at appropriate
signs and employs Ifa verses to interpret the signs.

"Ifa Oracle divination is based on the square of 16=16x16=256 = 2^8 corresponding to the
vertices of an 8-dimensional hypercube and to the binary 2-choice Clifford algebra C1(8)
and so to related ones such as C1(8)xC1(8) = C1(16) [7]. Since the number of subhypercubes in an 8-dimensional hypercube is 6,561 =81x81=3^8, the Ifa Oracle has N=8
ternary 3-structure as well as binary 2-structure."
The illustration below shows the activities during Ifa divination. It displays the basic steps
during the divination from the point of listening to client problems and then to the
prescription of Ogun (medicine). Iya-ifa (Divination Supervisor) [Babalawo] Off
[Disempowered] [Iya-ifa] Off [Disempowered] [Client] Off [Disempowered] Start [Babalawo]
On Empowered [Client] On [Disempowered] (listen to client problem) Next---- Ifa Dida
(Divination) [Iya-ifa] On Empowered Next---- [Iya-ifa] Off [Disempowered] Is Ebo Required
(Rituals)? No Next---- Prescribe Advice or Ogun (Medicine) Stop [Babalawo] Off
[Disempowered] [Client] Off [Disempowered] Is Ebo Required (Rituals)? Yes Next---- Do
Ebo (Rituals) Next Prescribe Advice or Ogun (Medicine) Stop [Babalawo] Off
[Disempowered] [Client] Off [Disempowered]

However this system can be abused. Hence a fail-safe system was in-cooperated. Which
meant that after the solution to the client's problem has been found, the Babalawo must
recite 10 solution related poems, and the client must choose one which best matches their
initial problem. [Babalawo] On [empowered] [Client] On [empowered] Start [Babalawo]
recite 10 solution related poems [Client] choose one which best matches your initial
problem [Babalawo] [Disempowered] Stop.
If you are accustomed to programming you will realise this is a very programmable
algorithm provided there is a Babalawo (Elder of the order) to help you define required
variables. Today big corporation like, Microsoft, Google, eBay and especially Amazon
which uses this program to forecast what their existing customer will buy next.
Bade Ajayi emphasised in his paper that communication with the Odu is achieved by
means of a calculated mathematical framework based on the prescribed course of conduct
required from each Odu. In fact, digital computer uses the binary system. Anthropomancy
is based on binary system and it is therefore a computer oriented science which can be
used in mathematical education.
At a divination session, several Ibo (instruments for casting lot), may be used to find detail
information about a client's problem. The commonest and simplest form of Ibo of Cowrie
Shells tied together representing types (1) and piece of animal bone representing “Iho” (0)
This relates to computer language today, we need prediction (which is scientific and
reliable) more than divination (which is religious and uncertain). Considering the locio in
the arms of the Opele, the pairs should be punched (d) and there ‘bi’ pairs not punched (0)
using this code paper model of Ifa -6-A-Bits computer model N has been developed. The
1st of the 3 images is the computer model worked out by Ifa's Opele. Ifa is also known as
Voodoo in Haiti, Lucumi in Cuba, Obeah in the West Indies, Chamdole in the Caribbean
and Sateria in Brazil. Including Sango Baptist.
Computer Science is the
systematic study of the
feasibility, structure,
expression and
mechanisation of the
methodical processes (or
algorithms).
It underlies the acquisition,
representation,
processing, storage,
communication of and
access to information,
whether such information
is encoded in bits and bytes in a computer memory or transcribed in genes and protein
structures in a human cell. The ikin (sacred Kolanuts), the opele and other instruments are
like the interfaces used to send inputs for processing. The Opele is a divining chain
consisting of two arms made of 8 beads on both the left side and the right side.
Now, just like bits are arranged in different patterns of zeros and ones to form a particular
binary number or digit. The binary number formed from the arrangement or combination of
zeros and ones in Computer Science can be likened to an odu ifa in ifa divination. The
image at bottom left shows the Opele nut combination. The concave or smooth side of a

nut is represented as band the convex side is represented as f. The concave side is two
strokes, 1 in binary and the convex side is a stroke, 0 in binary. The right side is called the
male, and the left is called the female. In Computer Science, a byte consists of eight bits
and a nibble represents four bits. Thus the four beads on one side of an Opele can be
likened to a nibble and all eight nuts, is a byte in Computer Science.
Books: Prof. Olu Longe - Ifa Divination And Computer
Science; Bade Ajayi - A New Model of Ifa Binary System.
Line-art: S A Akinyemi
Please subscribe to my you-tube video channel to support
my online projects.
Website: http://www.nok-benin.co.uk/
Blog-spot: http://ancientblackhistory.blogspot.co.uk/
Video-Prod: https://youtu.be/jNpfiAh2OOg
Audio-Prod: https://youtu.be/s9Ztz56jaAs

Animation: https://youtu.be/sH9oJe5piBI

Samuel Akinyemi

What your hands do,
It's your own eyes that see,
So won't you judge you're actions
To make sure the results are clean.
It's your own conscience that is gonna remind you
That it's your heart and nobody else's
That is gonna judge.
Be not selfish in your doings,
Pass it on
Help your brothers in their needs
Pass it on
Live for yourself - you will live in vain
Live for others - you will live again
In the kingdom of Jah Man shall reign
Pass it on,...
What's in the darkness
Must be revealed to light
We're not here to judge what's good from bad
But to do the things that are right
On a hot sunny day
Under the shadow is rescue
But as the day grows old
I know where the sun is gonna find you
Be not selfish in your doings,
Pass it on
Help your brothers in their needs
Pass it on
Live for yourself - you will live in vain
Live for others - you will live again
In the kingdom of Jah Man shall reign
Pass it on
Pass It On – BUNNY WAILER

CULINARY DUB
Fry Bake
Ingredients
2 cups all-purpose flour
1 tablespoon baking powder
½ teaspoon salt
1 cup water
2 cups oil for frying the bakes

Method
Mix together flour, baking powder and salt.
Make a hole or well in the center of the flour and start pouring ¾ cup water while mixing
and stirring in a circular motion.
Add ¼ cup more water and continue mixing gently for about 5 minutes until you form nice
soft dough.
Allow to rest for about 3-5 minutes, then dust with flour and knead to form a smoother
dough.
Allow the dough to rest for 25 - 30 minutes covered with plastic wrap or a damp paper or
kitchen towel
Cut the dough into 8 pieces.
Roll them into balls.
Flatten the balls of dough until they are about ¼ inch thick.
Add oil in a deep pan to a depth of about two inches over medium heat
When oil is heated through, start adding the rolled out dough to the hot oil
Fry in hot oil until both sides are golden brown

Serve with anything you fancy, sweet or savoury.
Sista Trini

KINGLY CHARACTER
Kingly Character
Fil l Us With Your Mercy
Zion Is A Vision
Bless Me
Lord Watch Over Our Shoulders
My Love is Growing
Music Is The Rod
Say Something
Love Me Baby
Babylon Be Stil l
GARNET SILK b.2/4/1966

Ras Achias

Moses Bikshoni

Greetings to The Dub readers
BARRINGTON AINSWORTH LEVY
D.O.B- 30th of April 1964
Place of Birth- Clarendon Jamaica

Barrington Levy, well known singer, deejay/producer……….All began at the tender age of
thirteen, in 1977. Barrington, came on the scene with his cousin (Everton Dacres ), with a
track called my 'Black Girl'. A year later, Barrington came out with a track called 'Long Time
We Don’t Have No Nice Love. It didn’t get far in the charts, but it was the start of big
things to come for the young Barrington Levy, who was well known in the dancehalls of
Jamaica. He recorded tracks for Hyman Wright, as well as Junjo Lawes (using the
Roots Radics as backing band) . These tracks were released on the Jah Life Record
Label. Tracks such as 'Al Yah We Heh', 'Looking My Love', 'Sky Larking', 'English Man':
the list goes on.
Barrington also recorded with Toyan, Jah Thomas and Trinity, other well known deejays.
He performed at Reggae Sunsplash from 1980-1984. Tracks that Barrington done in 1980,
were re-issued without his consent: he was not particularly happy with that. He had not
made any albums as such, but came out with a string of hits like 'Mary Long Tongue', 'Too
Poor, 'I'm Not In Love', 'You Have It', 'Love Of Judah', 'Under Me Sensi', 'Tomorrow Is
Another Day', 'Black Roses', 'Robber Man', 'Money Move', 'My Woman' .
In 1984, Barrington started touring - also making hits. 'Under Me Sensi', and 'Here I
Come', which hit the charts in 1985, was now known globally. In 1991, Barrington signed
up with Island Records, after his versions of old Bob Andy tracks, 'Track Too
Experienced' and My Time - both produced by Jah Screw.
Other collaborations took place with deejays Bounty Killer and Snoop Dog. The 'Living
Dangerous' track was also a success.
Barrington also worked with Tenor Fly, Andrew Betts, Sly and Robbie, Rebel Mc and
Rapper Shyne (Bad Boyz) in 1998.
In 2015 Barrington was nominated for Grammy Award Best Reggae Album
“Accousticalevy”

Angela Grant
aka Empress Vibez

A MOTHER
A mother is precious she goes through Pain to bring life
Whose there for you through the good times as well as the trouble and strife
Her warm smile is always a joy to see
Her loving arms always a joy to feel
Her words of wisdom may not always be what we want to hear
But deep down inside we know she is being truthful, caring, sincere

Life is a journey with a mother whether you see eye to eye or not
Remember you have the one true blood
You will never have another
Cherish and adore her try to be true
She’s your best friend in life through and through

Give Thanks and Praises to God for your mother
For when she’s gone there will be no other
Thank You God!

Sharon Gayle

African School Library
Recommendations

Roots Reggae
Rastafari and Other African-Caribbean World Views
BARRY CHEVANNES

Black Journalism
Hubert Harrison: the voice of Harlem Radicalism
JEFFREY PERRY

Black History
An Anthology of Somali Poetry
translated by B. and S. ANDRZEJEWSKI

all books can be borrowed via African School
bantudub06@gmail.com

MARVEL HERO
Just as those heroic characters were consolidating their reputations, in the Marvel
Universe; a heroine was establishing her credentials, in the zones of fearless journalism.
A pioneering figure, she became the first female journalist, at the New York Amsterdam
News, a leading Black newspaper. While at this newspaper, she instigated the first union
activity there. During the subsequent picketing, she was arrested twice. Later on, while
working for the New York Daily Compass, a white-owned paper, she became not only the
first Black reporter there, but the solitary female. She said of her employment there, ''not
only the only black, but the only woman, so I had a double burden to bear''. It was there
that she produced her legendary five part series, entitled The Bronx Slave Market, while
undercover.
Having heard of the ill-treatment Black female domestic workers suffered, she decided to
find out for herself. So on two mornings, she joined other waiting women in a designated
spot in the Bronx, with the obligatory brown bag - badge of the trade - which held their
work clothes, hoping to be ''picked up''. She found out quick enough! She didn't need to go
back a third time. Sometimes men came by, offering 'alternative employment'. She later
wrote of her employment ''I lost my identity entirely....I was the slave trading my brawn for
a pittance, on a Bronx Street corner in 1949''.
Later in life, with her lifelong interest in the arts, she became the New York director of the
Council of Arts, Sciences and Professions. Both Paul Robeson and Albert Einstein, were
supporters of this organisation. Passionate about international interaction, she was a vice
chairman of the National Council for Soviet-American friendship. A brilliant co-ordinator,
she was instrumental in the thousands of dollars raised, for the legal defence of Angela
Davies.
On the fourth of April, we celebrate the birthday of this trail blazing icon, Marvel Cooke,
who left here physically, when she was ninety nine.
While the Sub-Mariner and the Human Torch, fought the public enemies in the places of
comic book America, Marvel Cooke fought the abuses of employment: in the streets of
post-war New York.

MARVEL COOKE b. 4/4/1903

Natty Mark

DUB DIARY
April
8th – FreeRange alongside Dub Politics presents Field Frequency and Addis
Ababa@The Bullingdon, East Oxford – 11-3am - £4/2 in advance

15th – Jah Lambs and Lions presents an Open Deck Roots Session@ Donnington
Community Centre, East Oxford – food, face painting and live musicians – 4-midnight
– free

OffBeat presents Ras Keith and Organic Rootz@ Amersham Arms, London – 2-11pm
- free

29th – Sociology Solution Sounds@ Weavers Arms, Aylesbury – reggae, dnb and
psytrance – 3-1am – free

May
4th – 02 Academy Oxford presents Morgan Heritage + Etana – 6-10pm – from
£31.50

6th – Reading Dub Club presents Field Frequency@ Global Cafe, Reading – stalls
and food – 8-1am- £3

Modern Art Oxford presents Monumental: an interactive w/shop celebrating the
birthday month of the African-American artist, Aaron Douglas, delivered by Natty
Mark Samuels – 11plus - 1-4pm - free

